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What are the practical and moral
boundaries on genetic alteration of people
and the other life forms in our
environment? What are the practical,
phylosophical and political implications of
widespread advanced paranormal abilities
in a human population. What are the
potentials, limitations and potential
problems with artificial intelligence and
Sentience in super computer based
intelligence? If you havent given this much
thought, you will after you have read this
riveting story.This story is science fiction,
mystical adventure, conspiracy and counter
conspiracy, and lite action adventure. The
heroes are super psychic computer hackers,
native shaman, elite scientists, mystical
masters, a quantum super computer, and a
few ordinary people caught in the action
Future pandemics, natural disasters, wars,
and dehumanizing conspiracies destroy the
world we know and create five divergent
cultures that represent the best and worst of
humanity. The key factor is the natural
development of Spiritual faculties or
psychic abilities in humans and the efforts
of some to suppress them. In the future, a
master conspiracy executed by psychic
computer hackers strives to fix all that is
broken and bring the five cultures into
convergence. This fast action story strikes
to the core of scientific and moral issues
facing us today. Our science and
technology make powerful choices possible
and powerful consequences as well. What
if multiple divergent timelines were
manifest simultaneously? What if an act of
supreme intervention and non-conformity
brought all of the principal timelines back
into convergence?
The science and
technology that have the most powerful
impacts
are
genetic
engineering,
psychological and social engineering,
energy technology, cybernetics and
artificial intelligence. None of these are
either good or bad in and of themselves.
They can be tools for great good or for
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destruction and great evil. The difference
is in choices made by individuals. This
story illustrates the contrast in the
consequences of different choices made
and the drastically different futures that
those choices can create.
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